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KOSWEO
volume s.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING, JUNE 18 1907

CARTER IS
CHAIRMAN
THE PUBLIC LANDS CONVENTION
ORGANIZED THIS MORNING
TEMPORARILY.

A SQUALLY

sioner, is expected to arrive in New
York today to investigate the threatened strike of telegraphers against
the Western Union and Postal companies. It is said that Neill will hear
both aides and report to President
Roosevelt. The telegraphers contend
that only a few favorites received the
ten per cent increase the companies
promised to give March 1st, rwhile
more than 90 per cent of the men are
getting less than before that date.
Eclectic Medicos in Los Angeles.
Los Angeles, Cai., June 18. Lead
ing physicians from all parts of the
United States, Canada and Mexico are
visitors in the American Rivera, com-

CLAIMS IT
WAS SPITE
kDEFENSE TO BRING WITNESSES
TO SHOW ORCHARD NURSED
A VENGEFUL GRUDGE AGAINST STEUNENBERG ,

ing here to attend the annual meet
ing of the National Eclectic Medical

TIME

Association,
which convenes today.
An extended
program of addresses LETTERS ARE PRODUCED
on scientific topics by 'leading medi
cal authorities, (interspersed with social features arranged oy local mem
bers of the association, will 'be carried
Carter Asks That Politics Be Kept out.
The convention will continue its Copies
Out of the Convention, but the Indi
of Letters and Telegrams Sent
cations are for a Lively Time. Gar sessions until next Friday.
to Orchard are Identified. Claims
field and Other Officials are There
One Letter Was Written by Hay
Drowned in Lake.
to Explain Government Policies.
Seattle, Wash., June 18. In the wood and One by Pettibone. Pro
vain attempt to save the Hfe of her test of Defense Overruled.
son Antone. aged 13. Mrs. Myer, her
sister and two daughters were drown
ed yesterday In Lake Sanunamtsb.
Denver. Colo., June 18. The Pub-Ik- :
Prominent Lawyer Dead.
Boise, Idaho, June 18. The Hay
Lands Convention, organized this
Lake, Utah, June 18. Judge wood trial was
Salt
with
morning
resumed today. Harry
Senator Thomas H. Car Christopher
Reed', a prominent attorter as temporary chairman. Carter ney and high degree Mason, died last Orchard was recalled and examined
for Impeachment by Attorney Richard
made an address in which he said that night.
son. It 'became evident from the quespartisan politics must be kept out of
tions
that the defense proposed to
convention,
the
but that otherwise
bring witnesses to prove that Orchard
every delegate should have the widfor years nursed a vengeful spite ag
est latitude in expressing his opinion

Give yourself a

treat

age for the Southwest. In the Southeast drainage canals are 'needed, and
he said he aasw no reason why the
general government should1 not com
bine the two ideas, and work them
under a common head. Dry land needs
irrigation canals; wet lands need
drainage canals, and 'both mean reclamation of areas now waste and un
productive.
"I am fwilling to help you," ihe said,
"if you western people will help us.'
At the time he had not seen much of
Arizona, so in comparison be spoke
of his own Southland as "God's Coun
try," expressing his conviction that
Arizona had yet to .be imade, though
whether by the Almighty or by man.
was not explained. But he iwas willing
to help, though the land 'benefited lay
on the borderland of the "devil

country."
The senator vigorously refused to
talk politics and then talked. He ad
mitted, after faint persuasion,
that
he was for Bryan for the Presidency.
He was even freer in his discussion
of the trusts, and the Philippines. The
islands, according to his point of
view, are being kept .merely to make
more millionaires
"hogs, hounds,
who have grabbed franchises of
and have gathered in the mines
and forests. We've spent $600,000,000
there, and are maintaining a standing
army there merely to protect their interests. It would have Ibeen far bet
ter to have spent this .money at home
in Irrigation dams and drainage canals." He expressed his entire will
ingness to give the Philippines to
anyone who would take them, altho
he believed that Porto Rico nearer
home, might be handled iwithout much

NUMBER
lands benefited when

NO ONE WAS

it becomes avail

93

DELEGATE

able for use in further construction.
The addition of these millions of
the West, but to the entire United
States, because of the importance of
continued agricultural expansion.
It
is of interest to the farmers because
it gives to their sons an opportunity
of obtaining new lands; it is of inter
est to the business men 'because it
means opportunities for new business
it is of interest to manufacturers beFAST PASSENGER
TRAIN GOES cause it means a new demand for PRELIMINARY HEARING IN THE
CASE
THROUG OPEN SWITCH AT
their products.
COMES UP
The enactment of the law under
FIFTY MILES PER HOUR.
which this great reclamation work is
going on is very largely due to the
National Irrigation Congress, the fif
teenth session of which will be held
in Sacramento, California, September
I

CONTEST

KILLED

LARRAZOLO-ANDREW-

S

TO-DA-

FOUR BADLY

HURT

2-- 7

next. This promises

MUCH TESTIMONY

to be one of

the most widely represented congress
es ever held in this country, both be
cause of the widespread interest in
this new national irrigation policy
because of the widespread interest Both Sides are Represented by AttorPassengers Were Thrown In Every and
forestry, which takes neys.
in
national
Testimony Will Be Passed
Engineer Stuck to Hi
Direction.
equal prominence in the annua! meet
Upon by Chief Clerk of House of
Post,
Many Passengers Slightly ing
of this body.
Representatives.
Some of it May
Injured.
Fireman Jumped and Was
Be Excluded.
Fatally Hurt.
Man Held Up at Texico.

railroads,

Columbus, O., June 18. Big Four
passenger train No. 19, one of the
fast trains upon the New York Cen
tral Lines, went through an open
switch today ia the northern part of
this city, and is now lying on its side
along the tracks, while the passen
gers are wondering why they were
not killed. The train was rushing
along at a rate of about fifty miles
an 'hour when it struck the switch
and the passengers were thrown in
every direction.
The engineer stuck
to ihis post and was uninjured. Fire
man Mahaffy jumped and probably is
fatally bunt. Four passengers were
badly injured and many received
scratches or slight .bruises. The thru
sleepers rwere wrecked, but did not
catch fire. The officials believe the
switch was either tampered with or
carelessly left open.

Prom Texiico Democrat.
Wednesday
evening just at dark
Spencer T. Holder was held up and
robbed of $1,150 in cash and $2,000
worth of notes. Mr. Holder was cross
ing from his office to the depot, when
he was suddenly confronted by two
armed men who commanded him to
throw tip his hands. One of the men
kept Holder covered with his gun
while the other one went through his
pockets, abstracting his wallet, con
taining the money and notes.
Owing to the darkness, Holder is
not able to give a very good description of the .hold-upand their capture
According to the
is not probable.
statement of Holder, both men wore
white haits and were men below the
medium in stature. One of them wore
a aark suit or ciotnes ana tne otner
a dark coat and light pants. Neither
of them wore a mask. Mr. Holder does
not remember seeing either of .the
men before, and has no idea who they
are. He has offered a reward of $500
for their apprehension and conviction.

The contest inaugurated by O. A.
Larrozolo, Democratic candidate for
delegate to congress, against W. H.
Andrews, who was declared elected
by the count ait ithe election last fall,
comes up in Washington today. Both
sides are represented by attorneys.
and a hard fight will be waged. The
testimony is said to consist of many
thousands of typewritten pages. The
testimony will be considered by the
Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives, and such of it as Is considered not germane to the contest
will ibe excluded, the remainder be
ing printed and submitted to the proper house committee.

Steunenberg and repeatedly trouble.
made threats to kill 'aim. Orchard de
There is a kindly feeling toward
nied that he said to Max MLalich in Tillman in Arizona concerning his at
tickJune or July, 1905, that he was going titude in .the
statehood
le the pallet.
to kill Steunenberg even if he had to question. Tillman fought against the
swing for it, or that 'he said to Ma- proposed union with New Mexico, and
Cooked your way if
lich that Steunenberg was mean and he was not loth to give his reasons
you wish.
and that had it not been for him he I'm with Arizona because I know
to public 'lands in which the conven
you
Anything
want
(Orchard) would have become a mill how it is to be harnessed up with a
might
be
tion
Interested. After the
ionaire from his sixteenth interest In lot of negroes who ought never to
any way you want it,
appointment of committees on perma
the Hercules mine, which he sold :be- - have been allowed to vote. It would
LOST BABY WANTED
nent organization, the convention
the "GRILL."
cause Steunenberg drove him out of be a crying shame to force the free
TO RIDE HOME.
took a recess until afternoon.
Idaho. Orchard also denied that he white people of Arizona into a union
Boise, Idaho, June IS. Toddling in
Denver, Colo., June 18. Delegates
made similar threats to Lottie Day in with New Mexico, .where they .would
a wilderness of sage-brushis throat
appointed by the governors of nearly
Body Recovered.
Another
presence
(hearing
in
or
or
Denver
parched with thirst for forty hours.
the
by
to
OF
o
lot
OPENING
PUBLIC
run
and
over
be
a
dictated
all Western states and Territories
Norfolk, Va., June 18. The body of of "Kid" Waters and others at Crip of Mexicans. This is a white man's
his legs torn and bleeding from the
LANDS IN MONTANA
Alabama Lawyers Meet.
and by various commercial, stock Midshipman Walter
C. Ulrica, one of ple Greek.
son
Billings, Mont., June 18. Reception
country, and should be run by white
Montgomery, Ala., June 18. Lead thorns, the nineteen-months-ol- d
growers' end agricultural organizawent down with the
When the state took Orchard for men. The Democratic party saved Ar of affidavits from persons desiring to ing lights of the tow from all cities of Lawrence Marsh, residing near
tions, assembled here today at tie those who
launch of the Minnesota in
examination, J. H. Hawley izona, and can be counted upon to do make entry on lands in the 30,000 of the state are assembled in the cap Caldwell, was found yesterday, after
call of Governor Buchtel to discuss Hampton
Koads a week ago, iwas brought the testimony that Orchard it again, if the occasion arises."
acre Huntley irrigation project com ital today to take part in the thirti a search which began with the child's
the public lands policy of the admin found
menced at the Billings land office at eth annual convention of the Alabama disappearance Saturday night, and
istration and its relation to the inter coveredlate yesterday, making five re sold his interest in the Hercules mine
far. The others are Mid in March, 1897, prior to the troubles DID NOT RAIN AT
nine o'clock this morning. The great Bar Association.
Montgomery attor in which several hundred men were
ests of the West. Interest in the con shipmen thus
Field, Stevenson, Holoomb, in the Couer d'Alene district. Orchard
"Pony, Ibaby ride home?"
HONDO RESERVOIR land lottery, by means of which some neys have arranged an elaborate pro engaged.
TeoUon is widespread, owing to a be
identified a copy of a letter received
With all the rain in Roswell and of the most valuable agricultural land gram for the three days of the con questioned
the youngster, looking
lief that H will culminate in a polit and Fireman Westphal.
by him while in jail at Caldwell soon up and down the Valley, there has n the West will be awarded, will be vention, including, in addition to the wide-eye- d
at the man who found him.
Real Estate Transfers.
ical struggle between the supporters
h
'You Ibet you can, bless your heart,"
The following deeds have been filed after his arrest for the murder of so far Ibeen no rain out at tiie Hondo gin on Wednesday, June 26. Secreta- speeches, a banquet and an
of the President and those opposed to
was the answer.
tils policies. All of the discussions in the office of the probate clerk and Steunenberg. The copy had been made reservoir. There 'nave been scattering ry of the Interior Garfield is expected ioned Southern barbecue.
by Deputy Sheriff J. T. Nichols, who showers north and around the resr- to visit Billings at that time to watch
o
will revolve about the one question recorder:
SENTENCES IN IDAHO
had previously testified to this effect voir, but the big dam itself was miss- the operation of the scheme whereby FIVE KILLED IN POWDER
government
DiHard
Clark,
al,
et
H.
to
Morris
as to whether or not the
LAND FRAUD CASES.
was
EXPLOSION.
destroyed
original
MILL
aud
the
that
of
prospective
been
so
ownership
of the
ed and the rains
far have
the
and control of the public land-- shall Price for $1,400. lot five in block 40
Moscow, Idaho, June 18. Sentences
Wiliiamsport,
Pa., June 18. Five
by Orchard after he "had read it. The no benefit in the way of storing mp homesteads will 'be decided.
be vested in a department secretary West Side addition to Roswell.
was as follows:
water there.
Persons settling upon the lands men were killed in an explosion in were imposed yesterday on the defen
at Washington, with full powers to Lake Arthur Townsite Company to letter
yours
"I
received
and
have
have
will be required .to pay $4 per acre to the gelatine department of the Sinne dants in the North Idaho land fraud
act regardless of the best interests of Milton M. Relad for $40. lot nine in
seat that to Jackson. I hope to hear DROUGHT BROKEN IN THE
the Crow Indians as the purchase mahoning Powder Mfg. Co., at Sinne cases. William Dwyer iwas given 18
the country involved. This is the alle- - block 70 in town of Lake Arthur.
DRY FARMING DISTRICT, price for the ceded lands, and also mahoning, Pa., today. Only fragments months in the penitentiary. C. W. Rob
Henry M. Prince, et al to Oh as S. from you as to your movements and
. gation made against the administra
you
(No
will
successful."
that
be
Tex., June 18. The long the cost of irrigation, $30 per acre of their bodies were found. As all the ney, William F. Kettembach ana K.eo.
Amarillo,
tion by many delegates and a general Brewster for $1300 the east one half
drought of the Panhandle .was brok- The former is payable .in five and the men in the building were killed, it is Kester were given eight months in
of the south west quarter of south signature.)
revolt threatens.
not possible to ascertain what caus jail for subornation of perjury. They
Orchard said the letter was from en 'last night 'by a soaking rain. The latter in ten annual .payments.
Secretary of the Interior Garfield west quarter of section 6, township
copy
ed the explosion. Two men at work were also fined, the largest fine be- telegram
a
from
yield
A
of
12
Pettibone.
half
wheat, it is estimated, will
The Huntley project is located
is expected to outline the policy of 11 south, range 24 east, about 20 acres Spokane,
ng one thousand dollars.
made by Nichols, was also a crop.
miles from this city on two lines of near by the building were injured.
Mabel W. Waugh and husband to
President Roosevelt relative to land,
o
by
identified
Orchard.
It
"Attor
railway.
said:
timber and mineral matters, and it Callie S. Doss for $1,000 lot 12 of ney
LAST OFFICER OF
JAFFA BUYS THE OLD
Fred Miller 'will start for Cald- DEATH AND PROSTRATIONS
Is hoped by supporters of the Presi block 47 of Westside addition to Ros
TEXAN NAVY DEAD.
DIAMOND ICE PLANT
well in the morning."
FROM HEAT IN CHICAGO. UNCLE SAM MAKES FARMS
dent that this statement will serve well.
Denver, Colo., June 18. John Pier- former
old
Diamond
Ice
Plant,
The
FARMERS,
FOR
AMERICAN
(Signed)
"M."
Chicago,
18.
Three
June
deaths
Newton E. Whitney and wife to
to quiet the fears of the discontented.
The farmers of the United States owned and operated by F. W. Rankin son Titcomb, the sole surviving offiNichols had testified that Orchard and .many prostrations, because of
Other speakers on the program of the Fred A. Whitney for $2,650. the south
and which was sold under the order cer of of .the navy of the Texan repub
meeting, which will last three days half of northwest quarter, section 27, had not sent a telegram to Miller be heat were reported this morning. The will be interested in an article lately
of the court by Receiver Harold Hurd lic, died yesterday at the home of his
published
signature
C.
J
over
of
one.
the
receiving
mercury
fore
87.
was
o'clock
ten
at
are U. S. Senators Carter of Montana, township 11 south, range 25 east.
A. B. Frenzel, In this city.
to A. W. Davidson, of Amarillo, has
any
United
Bianchard,
Statistician
the
of
o
Orchard said he had not made
Newton E. Whitney and wife to
Teller of Colorado and Clark of Monbeen bought by Nathan Jaffa of this He was nearly ninety years old and
showing
Service,
arrangement
;but
'Reclamation
States
Miller,
with
Hospital.
that
in
at
Dies
the
tana; Congressmen Bonygne of Colo Wilbur F. Whitney for $2,650, the
Attes Morgan, of Elida, died Mon the vastness of the Government's city. The purchase includes the build celebrated .the 65th anniversary of his
rado, and MondeM of Wyoming, and north half of northwest quarter of October, 1905, Simpkins told him that
got
into trouble the law day night at St. Mary's Hospital. He irrigation projects now being built ings, rail estate and machinery and marriage last February.
Governors Buohtel of Colorado and section 27. township 11 south, range if he ever
Spokane
in
of which Miller was had been in the hospital about one under the provisions of the National wagons and other apparatus connect WILLIAM J. BRYAN
firm
Brooks of Wyoming. Expressions of 25 east.
a
member
be a good one.
would
week, leaving a wife and family who Reclamation Act for 'the purpose of ed with the plant. Mr. Jaffa is out of
D. L. Davis, et al to Friscos Parola
good .will have been received from
AT OKLAHOMA CITY.
The state produced a number of let are at Elida. The body will be ship making new farms for the rapidly town, and the report that it was pur
many governors, including Gooding for $500. Jots 13 and 14 in block 3 of
City,
O. T., June 18. Two
Oklahoma
Roswell
of
the
ters .written by the witness, and one ped there tomorrow imorryng from the growing number of American farmers. chased in the interest
of Idaho. Gillette of California, Burke Ovard's addition to Roswell.
thousand delegates from the two TerCompany
cannot
definitely
be
Gas
enum
HayMr.
Blanohard
his
in
article
alleged
by
iwritten
'have
to
been
Dilley
parlors.
Undertaking
A. Davidson et al' to Nathan Jaffa
ritories met here today to ratify the
of North Dakota, Chamberlain of Oreerates a long list of projects actually confirmed.
o
for $1. lots 1, 2. and 3. and 4, in block wood, the purpose of which was to
gon and Toole of .Montana.
nominations made at the Democratic
deunder construction, and another list
Card of Thanks.
primaries June 8. The official returns
All members of the committees con 7, in Thurber's addition toRoswell, show there was a conspiracy to
Mulioy is Dead.
Jack
abeyance
awaiting
time
held
express
the
in
spring
to
and We wish to
our thanks
neoted with the convention avow their said addition .being part of the north- ceive 'Mrs. Orchard in the
C. N. Haskell to be nominated
show
Mulioy
morning
died
at
this
Jack
the many friends for their kindness when the condition of the reclamation
governor; T. P. Gore and Robert
Intention to steer clear of politics, .but west quarter of the northwest quar summer of 1905 as to the wherea
for
on
x
o'clock
his
West
residence
at
and sympathy occasioned by the death fund will permit their construction. Tilden street. Mr. Mulioy, who had re
Owen for U. S. senators. William
this will be difficult in the face of ter of section 4, township 11 south, bouts of Orchard. The defense protes
pro
new of our dear .baby. We wish especially He shows that the twenty-fivagainst
the
introduction
of
ted
range
24
east,
com
facknown
testing
as
and
late
the
two
the
J. Bryan addressed the convention
the cbmor of
Roswell
sided
of
in
a
for
lumber
examination, but to thank the Fraternal Order of Ea jects now under construction, when years,
property of the "Diamond Ice Comp matter on
tions. On one side are the
was well known here. He was this afternoon.
iwill add to the
political manipulators, who hope any," together with all machines, fix the court ruled that 4f It was impro gles for the floral decorations sent fully developed,
48 years of age, and leaves a wife and
United
area
States
per
on
of the
(Signed)
examination he would by them.
Indiana Religious Meeting.
to secure the Indorsement of some tures, etc., pertaining to the plant.
198,000 acres, or a cultivated area three children. The funeral will be
permit the state to reopen its exam
MR. and MRS. J. L. DBSTREE.
candidate for PresiKokomo, Ind., June 18. Every train
held from the home on West Tilden
Look Out For Our Wagon.
acreage
to
equal
devoted
the
to
total
ination.
into Kokomo today brings scores of
Our tank wagon is marked Inde
dent. The Roosevelt followers are
agrioutfeuiraJ
crops In Connecticut street tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
OIL. OIL. OIL.
delegates to the annual convention of
equally determined to turn the senti- pendent and is on the streets of Ros- SENATOR TILLMAN ON
you
good
goods
at honest New Hampshire. Massachusetts and
want
If
well from 7 a. m.. until 6 p. m., each
The
and
fixtures
confec
of
stock
the
tbe Indiana Sunday School Associament in favor of the administration. and
up
prices,
call
our
Phone 412 and ask
every day during working days.
JOINT STATEHOOD.
Florida.
tionery store of the late A. K. Mott tion, which opens this evening and
wagon to deliver you our high-grad- e
As a result of the conflict, there are If you want to hit the Standard Oil
e
twenty-fivrecently passed oil
Tillman
Senator
projects
Three of these
or gasoline. Give us a trial and let
s being offered for sale by the admin will extend through
tomorrow and
likely to be squally times.
Trust a solar plexus blow, stop our through Arizona and California, and us convince
are practically completed; six more istrator of the estate,
you.
wagon and try our goods. We must
Mrs. Ella Mott. Thursday. Many distinguished clergyAngeles
was
by
interviewed
Los
CO,
summer.
THE
the
REFINERY
SUPERIOR
Work
be
will
this
service
in
your
support,
have
both moral and
BUSINESS. PART OF TOWN
When Mrs. Mott has sufficiently recov men from other states are on the proIndependent Oil Refineries.
to live. If the consumers will act Times, which reports him as follows: 76-tis progressing on all of them, and ered from the injuries she received gram for addresses.
DESTROYED BY FIRE. real
412
Phone
as
we
will
they
rest.
do
daugh
talk
the
'Senator Tillman, rwife and
their early completion may be consid by being thrown from a carriage, she
MonL, June 18. Fire THE SUPERIOR REFINERY
Harfowton,
CO.
ters, returned this evening from
ered absolutely sure.
Train Dispatchers in Boston.
destroyed the entire business portion
L.
Holt,
wood
, spent yes
W.
will go with her son, Clifton Mott,
Independent Refineries.
of
Lake
round-tri- p
journey of terday in the city.
Thirteen additional projects held to Excelsior Springs, Missouri, to
Boston, June 18. Train Dispatch
Phone 412. Roosevelt, the
cf . this town, except one store, last 76-t-f.
about 160 miles being made safely in
in abeyance have an even greater spend the summer. It is not likely ers' Association of America convennight. The loss is estimated at
The first making of ice by the an automobile, guided by Engineer Julius Eiseman,
area than those now under construc that they will return to Roswell to ed in regular session Id Boston to$125,000.
buyer
of
wool
the
Haynes & Bonney plant has been com L. C. Hill of the United States Recladay, with a large and representative
Boston, Mass., is in the city on his tion, and there are in the West many live.
pleted. There were about fifty tons mation Service. At (midnight the sen
more millions of acres with water
MRS. POTTER PALMER
attendance from all sections of the
buying
trip.
wool
annual
available for irrigation a great field
Mrs. W. L. Welch returned to ier country. The convention will last sevPURCHASES A TITLE. la the first lot, and it is clear, crys- ator and his party will depart by the
o
Chicago, June 18. The Tribune ice. The Record aopes to give a full Santa Fe eastward bound. The
W. A. Johnson, accompanied by his for further agricultural development, home in Carlsbad last night, after eral days.
up schedule has proved disconcerting motner left this
morning for the comprising one of our most valuable spending the day in Roswell.
fast night received advices from Lon- description of this plant shortly.
to the Democratic faithful of Phoenix, nor til. Mr. Johnson is going to Texi- - resources in view of the rapid in
don telling of the engagement of
Live Stock Market." x
who expected that the senator could co for a few days on business, while crease in population and the necessi- Mrs. Potter Pataner to Aubrey Frits
Kansas City, June 18. Cattle re
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
hardly return before tomorrow and Mrs. Johnson (will go on to Amarillo.
of continued increase of agricultu
ceipts, 15,000. Prices steady to 10c
Oerence, Eari of Monster mad Baron
(Local Report.)
ral production.
lower. Southern steers, 3.5006.00;
18. Tempera had begun preparations for tendering
of Tewkesbury. The Peer is a bachRoswell, N. M--,
Mr. King, of King & Davis, Fred
a
The National Reclamation Act pro
southerns,
elor, 45 years old, poor, and Mrs.
2.25 4.75;
stock ers and
ture. Max., 75; rain., 58; mean, 66. him a Jeffersonlan dinner "with latter- A stylish driving horse,
$330,000
more
income of
thttm
feeders, 3.504.90; bulls, 3.255.00;
Precipitation, 0.4S; wind N., veloci day trimmings of fizzy water and ora W. Duskey, of Port Arthur, Texas, vides that moneys received from sales
tory. E rt he would hare none of it. and V; C. Ferguson iiave returned of public lands in certain Western
a year win rejuvenate his establish- ty If 'w; weather clear.
guaranteed to be safe, calves, 3.75 6.50; iwestern fed steers,
decllzuu
by telephone message from from their bum ting trip to the White states land territories shall be placed
4.20 6.30;
ment.
western fed cows, 3.25
Roswell and Vicinity:
F
sound
and gentle, any"
4.60
tbondjer storms to- - Roosevelt where be spent the morn- mountains. They report the range as in a revolving fund that 4s bering used
S
body can drive her. Is
TO INVESTIGATE
receipts. 6,000. Market steadary;
ni
stationary ing inspecting the great storage dam being quite dry, and tell thrilling to build irrigation; systems in the
a splendid saddler. 513 dy.Sheep
and reservoir enterprise.
THREATENED 8TRIKE.
tales of fishing trips, bear bunts and states which provide it. The law wiseMuttons, 5.256.25; lamas, 6.509
Tbe senator says he is deeply Int rambles, itbe same .being received by ly provides for the return of (tie monN. Lea Ave. or phone 10 8.00; range wethers, 5.00 7.25: ewes,
New York, Jane 18. Charles P.
WRIGHT.
erested in the problem of water stor-- their friends in respectful silence.
NeflL TJtaited tatos labor Commis
ey to tbe National Treasury by the
4 4m Char.
He said several men representing the
National Government were present,
including Secretary of the- .Interior
Garfield and Gilford Piachot, head of
the forestry department, and that
these men were ready to explain any
policy of the government in regard

at the "GRILL."
Things that will

ainst

late-lament-

at

ct

old-fas-

-

son-in-la-

e

re-dire-

anti-Roosev-

crop-produci-

re-dire-

anti-Roosev-

f.

e

Pal-ner'-

-

(tDA

M

f

For Sale!

ROSWELL DAILY' RECORD
DEMOCRATIC IN POLITICS.
C. E. MASON
GEORGE A. PUCKETT- Eatmd

May 19, 1B0S,

a

--

vanoed civilization that history has
known ;f and they can trace its begin,
ning to the pioneers who settled here,
at New York and at Plymouth Rock.
Three' hundred years how " long
that seems. The city in which I live
is only forty years old and has nearly
fifty thousand inhabitants. Three hun
dred years that seems long to us In
Nebraska, for our country is new, and
yet, measured by years, this Jamestown settlement is not am
Go to Kiota, Japan, and you
will find a temple twelve hundred
years old, and hy the temple there
hangs a great .bell as old as the temple. Nine hundred years before your
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Calling a spade a spade Isn't half this session the first appropriation for
buildings was made and Che first tax
as important as using U.
levy for maintenance created.
Furthermore, all the money receivPerhaps the wails of Brother
at Arteeia are due to Indiges- ed from public lands was under an
act of congress, put through by Mr.
tion. He ta not used to eating pie.
to congress.
congress, was secured.
to
be
ought
to
really
Brother Newkirk
The counties of Chaves and Eddy
satisfied with the consolation prize.
Even dried apples make better pie were also created under a Democratic
administration, that of Ross.
than prunes.
In short, the Republicans as a. party
It's up to San Francisco to demon- have been loth to recognize or give
strate a principle by punishing bribe the Pecos Valley its just dues. Who
giver as well as bribe takers. Port little they have done has been under
protest.
Worth Record.
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BRYAN ON

TAXATION

DEVILISH LIARS.

There may be some significance in

"Devil" and "slanderer" originally
Mr. Bryan's speech on Patrick
the fact that the prophecy of peace
between the public and the railroads meant the eaime. Slander and gossip Henry Day at the Jamestown exposi-

was not issued until President Roose- are not only diabolical, 'but are chilvelt had retired to Oyster Bay.
dren of the devil himself. The Bible
says the devil is the father of lies
only
the
Ordinary gambling robs
In the language from which the
and
players and their families but stock
New
Testament was translated the
speculagrain
gambling
and
market
tion levy tribute on all the industry word which once stood for "slanderand producing capital of the country. er," (a special name of Satan) is the
one which has been corrupted into
term devil. Thus you perceive the
How would you like to be a Jury the
man in the graft trials at San Fran full force and meaning of President
and the editor of the Santa
cisco and be compelled to decide be RooseveltMexican
when driven to their
tween the conflicting testimony of Fe New
argument calling people who do
Mayor Schmltz and Abe Ruef? Kan last
not agree with them liars, etc.
sas City Times.
It is not pedantry at all. The Record
has been merely studying some
when
term,
general
Never use a
s
of Colonel Frost
of
the
you can find a specific one, is a funda
a view to satisfying its own curmental of newspaper work. Ia other with
iosity. We find that the Colonel is
words. Instead of calling a man a liar, absolutely
the limit in the command
present facts which prove it, and let
There is nothing left
of
Newkirk
decide.
Brother
public
the
opponents
but to grin and
for
his
any
may
take this
and Colonel Frost
it.
bear
way they please in its application to
the establishment of the New Mexico
WHO?
Military Institute.
(From The Pathfinder.)
things get quiet,
Only a few days now until Referee Who is it that, when
war nor riot
is
neither
When
there
Safford will publish his "finding,
dies out for a day.
whitewashing and exonerating Bur- And scandal
some way?
sum. Acting Governor Raynolds will Stirs up the people in
President.
The
Sup
then proceed to find the present
erintendent. Trelford, guilty of some Who dallies with majestic things?
thing or other and remove him. Thus Who squelches
haughty railroad
Mr. Birrs um will be proven "not
kings
sullty," and the gang will again think Who sends his orders overseas
they are fooling the people.
And regulates our sewing bees?
The President.
HA8 THE MILLENIUM
ARRIVED IN TEXAS? Who kindles the celestial fires?
The newspapers of the state are lin Who sorts the truthful from the liars?
ing op with the determination to call Who sends the winds and brings the
rain?
down every professional politician in
the future. There will be no boosting Who makes the stork's first duty
plain?
by the pen push
of the
The President.
newspapers
seven
hundred
ers. The
of the state will rise up as one and Who keeps the world from going
swat professional office seekers with
wrong?
a club that will flatten them out. This Who never lets us sit for long
should have been done long ago, but By doubt assailed or wonder vexed
baa been delayed. The newspapers While asking what he may do next?
are determined that the people shall
The President.
be enlightened as to these foozlers
against
protect
voter
their
and to
the
CEMENTING THE DITCHES.
unfaithfulness. The newspapers will
was discovered only a few days
It
receive the assistance of the people ago that Engineer W. M. Reed had
in this crusade. Lubbock (Texas) not yet been "officially" notified of
Leader.
his appointment to prepare spec! flea
tions and supervise the cementing of
WHO GAVE ROSWELL THE
the irrigation ditches running through
MILITARY INSTITUTE. the city. Mr. Reed was aware of the
Editor Newkirk of the Pecos Valley action of the arbitration board and
News shows his newness and ignor all that, but working for Uncle Sam
ance of New Mexico affairs when he has taught him caution about pro
states that the Republicans gave Ros- - ceeding without .the official docuwell the New Mexico Military Insti ments. He will make no estimates un
tute. The editors of the Santa Fe New til notified by Judge Pope, who in
Mexican showed his unfairness, to turn is also waiting for the proper
say the least for he knows much bet motion before issuing, instructions.
ter when he copies New kirk 'a arti- Of course .the work of cementing the
cle with favorable comment.
ditches cannot now be done until af
The truth of the matter Is that the ter the irrigating season is over but
Republican party had nothing what some of the members of the council
ever to do .with the creation of the fear that may never be done if every
Military Institute. The first bill pro- thing continues to drift along at the
viding for the establishment of the present rate. One of the main reasons,
Institute was passed in 1893 by the according to Councilman Wiseley for
Joint effort of Judge Fail and J. F. wishing to hasten the preliminary
Jiinkle. then our Democratic mem surveys, estimates,- etc, is that ordbers in the legislature. At the next ers for cement must be sent in
session, in 1895, George Curry was months ahead to insure delivery, at
the Democratic member of the Coun the proper time. Two cars of cement
cil and J. F. Hlnkle member of the ordered by telegraph In October were
house from this district, and Thorn delivered .last week to a Roswell
ton, waa the Democratic
Governor. firm. Cement for the ditches cannot
Both houses were Democratic During be ordered until the estimates are
completed, and the estimates cannot
be made until Engineer Reed is offi
cially notified. If the cement were ordFRESH
ered at once, and if it required seven
months for delivery, the ditches
SHELLED
would continue in their present condition for another year. It is now up
to somebody to to make an official
Walnuts
Almonds
move of some kind.
cuss-word-

ouss-word-

s.

-

blood-sucker-s

tion (Norfolk, Va.) May 30, 1907:
Ladies and Gentlemen: It gives me

great pleasure to return to Virginia at
any time. And I have frequently given myself the gratification of coming
among the people of the state in which
my father was born. I know that
there is no distinction quite equal to
being a son of Virginia; but a grand
son comes next to it. And it is with
and added pleasure that I come to
day, when I am to participate in the
commemoration of an event that so
strongly influenced for good the history of this country and the destiny
of the world.
I appreciate the very kind words
that have been spoken of me; the in
vitation that brought .me here; the
greeting that you accorded, and the in
traduction which I have received.
enjoyed the singing of the children
the singing of the northern Yankee
Doodle, and then I enjoyed the singing of the southern one, Dixie, Just af
ter it. I am glad that our national
music rests upon two songs; that we
have a sort of a double standard .mu
sic so to speak; and I am satisfied
that, according to the sentiment of
this audience, it Is sixteen to one In
favor of Dixie.
The
We like Dixie in the North.
anxiety of our people to get war concluded was not entirely .because it was
a costly war in money and in men, but
wa wanted to get through with It so
we could get "Dixie" and have It for a
national air, and not have you monopo
lize it. You will find that Dixie brings
forth shouts in the north as well as
in the south.
This day brings us to a considera
tion of a pioneer; and the more I have
thought of the pioneer, the greater has
been my respect for him. The pioneer
lays the foundation upon which subsequent generations build.
I have
thought of those pioneers who, three
centuries ago .landed here with an
ocean behind them, an unsettled con
tinent before them, and began to lay
the foundation of an American civili
zation. I am reminded of the early
instance of faith, where Abraham, at
the call of the Almighty, went a thou
sand miles away from home
and
friends and began the establishment
of a race and the founding of a religion based upon the worship of one God
As the result of that man's faith there
grew up a race that has not been sur
passed In history; and as the result
of that man's faith, nearly four hun
dred millions of human beings daily
bow in worship of one God. A remark
able act of faith, and yet it was a faith
that was akin to that .which brought
people across an ocean three thousand
miles wide. In three centuries their
work has increased until eighty mil
lions of people rejoice in the most ad- -
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REPORTED GARFIELD
IS NOT COMING.
The Record understands that the
trip contemplated y Secretary of the
Interior Garfield to the Irrigation Celebration at Carts bad has been aban
doned. This change of plan. It is un
derstood, was made necessary by the
harried effort of the President to con
trol the Public Lands convention
which convenes In Denver today, and
to which Garfield was harried, togeth
er with other officers of the adminis--
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ancestors turned the prows of their
vessels towards Jamestown, that bell
was calling the followers of Bud da to
worship.might
Pour
have been celebrated In .that temple.
Go to Benares, India, and you will
find a pagoda. Two thousand five hun
dred years ago .the foundation was
laid. Eight
have passed since then.
Go Into Egypt and you will find a
sphynx carved by one whose name
has long since been forgotten. For
something like forty centuries its
sleepless eyes have looked out upon
that verdant strip that forms the wondrous valley of the Nile. It was .there
before Columbus thought of the New
Land ; it was there before Cicero thun
dered against Catallne; it was there
before Joseph was carried down into
Egypt. Tri centennials have passed
since that silent sentinel began to
guard the land of the Pharaohs. Measured by years, I repeat, this is not an
old settlement;
but measured !by
achievements, it has no equal in recorded history.
From this triple settlement along
the shores of the Atlantic, the pioneers
have gone out until they have given
to the world a marvelous industrial
development; made this the intellectual leader o fthe world; established
here a .moral center, from iwhlch good
influences go out to every other nation
and converted this young nation into
a political rniecoa to which the reformers of every land come to renew their
--

to say is this, that a truth can be so
clearly stated that no' one will dispute
it unless he has some reason for 'disputing it, sometimes a pecuniary rea-

son, sometimes a reason founded up
on prejudice; or ' some other selfish
interest, and when you find a man

disputing a
truth there
is no use arguing (with him; it is a
waste of time. 'Argue with some one
who is open for conviction. For instance. If you say to a man, "It is
wrong to steal," a
truth,
and he says "I do not know about
.that," it is no. use to argue (with him
search him, and you .will probably
find the reason in his pocket.
Next to clearness of statement,
I would put conciseness of statement
the saying of .much In a few words.
Patrick Henry had all of these qualities. He knew what he was talking
about," he understood' ithe fundamental
principles of the science of government; he understood human rights,
and he understood the human heart.
He not only knew what he rwas talking
about, but he meant what he staid
he spoke from his heart (to .the hearts
of .those who .listened. .There were
learned and influential men in those
days who opposed him, but when he
made his impassioned appeal to the
sense of justice he was greater than
all of them. He could strip away the
verbiage that is sometimes used to
conceal ideas, he could present the
idea clearly, and he could present a
thought in a few words. No great
thought has ever been more strongly
presented, more clearly presented,
more concisely presented when he exclaimed: "Give me liberty or give me
death." He might have spoken for
hours, but he could not have added
to the strength of the statement by
the .use of further words. He was a
great orator, and his influence rested
upon his ability to speak .for himself
no orator can speak for. himself and
be eloquent. He must have a larger
cause. If a man Is to be eloquent he
must speak for mankind ; only then
can he appeal to the hearts of men.
A man is of little importance in this
world, except as he can advance a
principle, or help his fellows. Patrick
and
Henry seized a great principle
brought it Into prominence. He spoke
not for 'himself, but for all .the people,
of this country he was the voice of
the people, he was the conscience of
the masses, and therefore when he
spoke for them he carried conviction.
He presented in a few words the great
est theme that rwe have to deal with
in matters of .government. I will read
you four propositions which he sent
forth in a few words four propositions which mean more in matters of
government than any other four propositions that I know of, except the
four stated in the Declaration of Inde
pendence. Let me read you these pro
self-evide-

self-evide-

:

stirs the heart of the native of India
is that 'England is sacrificing the people .of Indian to England. It- has always Jbeen true that the mother country sacrifices the colonies to the moth
er country; and we ' are not entirely
free from it ourselves, for we have sac
rificed the industries of the Philippines to the industries of the United
States. We have deprived them of
their markets, we have made them
subjects of this country, and we have
compelled .them to depend upon our
laws, and then we have refused to
treat them justly because great Interests In our own country demanded first
consideration.
In that phrase Patrick
Henry put his finger .upon the evil
that runs through every colonial policy. The people who .make the Jaws
do not live under them.
I have sometimes in the north had
occasion to remind our republican
brethren that they .were very inconsis
tent when they objected to the suffrage qualifications in the south and
yet would not allow the Filipinos to
be citizens, at all,, and I have emphasized this very point. The black man
when he can not vote has this protection, that he Hves under the law that
the white man makes for himself,
and that that is a protection, but we
make the Filipino live .under a law
that we make for Mm, and that we
would not dive under ourselves.
But the two thoughts that I desire
to emphasize today are expressed in
this resolution taxation and representation. Taxation is the most per
manent question that we have to deal
-

Other questions .may come and
.go, but taxation
like Tennyson's "Book" goes on and
on forever. We may dispute about the
amount we may discuss the method,
but there will always be taxation.
The power to tax is the power to de
stroy, and those who can exercise the
taxing power oan exercise it to the
destruction of those whom they tax.
Now, we have two kinds of taxation,
direct taxation and indirect .taxation.
Direct taxation is better than indirect
taxation why? Because a thing that
you can watch is not as dangerous as
a thing' which you can not watch. The
best definition of indirect taxation I
have ever read was given by a French
man. He said that its chief merit
was that by means of it you could
get the most feathers off a goose with
least squaking, and I have some times
thought that man had to have some
of the qualities of the goose to be fond
of indirect taxation. Indirect taxation
is most liable .to abuse because excesses are not so easily observed and,
therefore, not ' so quickly corrected.
People bear much heavier burdens
indirectly
when they are collected
than they would be willing to bear
if they were collected directly. Now
most of our taxes, nearly all for the
support of the federal government, are
collected on consumption and taxes
on consumption are the most inequitable that there are, because a tax upon consumption taxes the people according to what they need' and not
according to what they have. Our
needs are more uniform than our possessions, for God was the creator of
our needs and he was quite democratic in his method of distributing them.
We all need about the same amount of
food and we need about the same
amount of clothing. It takes the same
amount of fire to protect us from the
cold, we need the same shelter. When
you tax (people according to consumption you 'make the poor man pay
more than his share and the rich man
less than his share.
There are two forms of taxation
that are more equitable than taxes on
consumption. One is taxation in proportion to the property. If one man
has a home worth one thousand dollars, and another .man has a business
block worth half a million, why should
they not pay in proportion to the property they own? It is property that
needs the protection of the government. Go into your courts, talk to
your policeman, and you will find that
it Is property not human life that
most needs protection.
Human life
needs protection far less than proper
ty then why not tax property, if pro
perty is the chief object of the govern
with.

other questions may

inspiration.
I might, with profit to you and myself, dwell upon these phases of our
nation's great development. I might
speak of the wonderful Industry of my
countrymen; I anight tell you Thaw
they have opened mines; how they
have bridged rivers; how ithey have
converted deserts into fertile farms.
I might tell you how they have bound
all parts of this country .together with
bands of steel and with copper rwire;
I might tell you of a people who produce and consume every year some
thing like three times the amount
produced and consumed by any equal
population in the world or in history.
I might tell you of the schools that
bring to every child an opportunity positions:
First, "Every attempt to rest such
to secure an education, a school system commencing with .the kindergar- power (the power to levy taxes) in any
ten and ending with the great univer- other person or persons whatsoever,
sity. I might tell you of this nation's other than the general assembly afore
growth in altruism and of the speed said, has a manifest tendency to deof our ideas of government. There is stroy British as well as American free
not a land in the world that has not dom."
been illumined by the light that was
What is the principle embodied in
kindled here three centuries ago. . the statement. It is that liberty is
But the proprieties of this occasion universal in its application, and that
require that I confine myself to mat- you can not strike it down in one
ters of government. It is fitting that part of the world without striking it
Virginia should celebrate this day, a blow in every part of the world.
for la matters of government Virginia There .was an American, a young man
has played a supreme part. During reared in the new country not acquain
revolutionary days the Old Dominion ted with the classics; there he was
that
furnished not only the first but the warning the people of Englandliberty
During if they dared to strike down
greatest of our executives.
the revolutionary days Virginia fur- In our country they would strike it
down in their own country at the
nished the greatest of all statesmen
not of that period alone, ibut of all same time. He was .wiser than the
time, for .no other statesman, before or statesmen of England, because he .un
since, stands in the class with Thomas derstood human rights and he under
Jefferson. But not satisfied with pre- stood human hearts. He knew that
senting the greatest executive and when one denied .liberty to others he
statesman, Virginia presented an ora attacked the foundation upon which
tor .worthy to be classed with Demos his own liberty stood. It was an im
thenes, who has for more than twenty portant lesson, and England learned it
centruies been the world's model in and she has not attempted to govern
public speaking.
As an impassioned other colonies of her own race as she
orator, even Demosthenes was not su had attempted to govern our colonies
She learned something from Virginia's
perior to Patrick Henry.
Sometimes I receive a letter from great orator, and she has not forgota student who tells .me toat ne is a ten .the lesson up to this time. Cana
born orator and wants to know what da today is more free because of the
such an one should do to prepare him words of Patrick Henry spoke. Austra
sely for his life work. I generally re Ha is more free because of the fight ment's care.
But there is a better form of tax
ply that orators must be born like that Patrick Henry led. New Zealand
other people, but that birth is ' the has more liberty because of the wis ation even than property taxation,peo-it
is income taxation which makes
smallest part of an orator's equipment dom of Patrick Henry taught.
ple pay according to the income they
expresses.
thought
Another
he
that
want
orators.
Men are not born
If I
enjoy. If a man has a farm and you
to calculate the future of a young Let me read this resolution:
"Resolved, That the taxation of the tax him according to the value of his
man in public speaking, I do not ask
people
by themselves or !by persons land he has to pay it, even if he has
him whether his mother spoke well,
or his father spoke a great deal; I do chosen by themselves to represent no crop that year to pay it with, 'but
not think it makes much difference them, who can only know what taxes if you tax his income, and he has a
An orator is the product of his time, the people are able to bear and the large tax to pay It is because he has
and there are and always will be ora easiest mode of raising them, and a large income with which to pay it.
tors when .there are great interests at are equally affected by such taxes and if his income decreases his tax
stake, and when men arise with a ones themselves, is the distinguishing char also decreases.
nut, my menus, tnere is such a
sage to deliver. There are two essen acteristic of British freedom and with
as farming out taxes, and I want
thing
can
out
which
the
constitution
ancient
man
oratory;
first that the
rials in
to speak for a moment on that. Tax
shall know what he Is talking about. not exist."
Now, I want to refer to the last es are farmed out now in three ways.
and second, that he shall mean .what
portion
first. "And are equally affect First, .when we allow .manufacturers
says
eloquence
can
You
not have
he
My to make tariff laws and decide how
without these two essentials. If a man ed by such taxes themselves."
does not know a thing he can not tell friends. Patrick Henry has put into much they will take from the rest
It of he is not informed himself he few words an indictment against every of the people ; second when we allow
can not inform others, and if he does colonial system that this world has municipal corporation to determine
not feel In his own heart he can not known. The curse of the colonial sys how much they will charge without
to regulate them; third.
make anybody else feeL And next tem is that the people who make the any power
to determine
to these two, I would place clearness laws for the colonies do not have to when we allow railroads
'
how
charge,
much
they
and
shall
laws,
and
live
the
the
under
therefore
only
cer
not
statement.
are
There
of
fourth, when we allow industrial mo
tain self evident truths, but all truth colonies are sacrificed to the mother nopolies
to hold people by the throat
t,
is
and the .beat service country. It has always been true.
one can render truth is to present it It was true when we were colonies. and take from their pockets whatever
so clearly that it can be understood. England tried to sacrifice our indus the managers of the monopolies desire
for if the truth Is clearly stated tries to her Industries and our people Now, when I say that our protective
you do not need to defend it, it de to her people. Go down into Mexico tariff is a system by which taxes are
out, I am aware that I may
fends itself. I do not mean to say and you will find that the war with farmed
find some critics, but when our high
that truth can he so clearly stated Spain grew out of the fact that Spain tariff
are made they are made
that no one will dispute it. I think it was sacrificing Mexico to Spain. Go by menJawswho
want taxation, hot by the
you
will
Cuba,
find
and
the
into
that
waa Lord Mac&uley- who aald that if
money was to he made by it, learned thing that stirred the people to revolu man who pays the taxes.
When I asked for a place on the
was sacrificing
men would be found to dispute the tkra was that Spain
'
Jaws of gravitation. . But what I mean Cuba to Spain. Today the thing that 'ways and means oammlttee, or rat
self-eviden-

.asked an eastern democrat to recommend me, he said, "There Is no
chance." I had a letter of Introduction
to him from a friend of his, he was
pleased to receive the letter, and told
me he would be glad to do anything
he could for me, and so I told him
I wanted a place on .that committee.
He said "ithat is impossible.' I asked
why. .He said "We put men from the
manufacturing states on that committee." I said, "What about the consumers?" He said, "We don't put
them on that committee.'
When the
protectionists are in power, they .make
up the committee from the men who

represent the tax eater and not the
tax payer; and these men make the
laws in their own interest, and the
manufacturers collect from the people
not only as much as goes Into the trea
sury, but sometimes ten times as much
as goes into the treasurey . Why,
if a man proposed to your city council that he be allowed to collect a
certain amount for your city, and that
he would charge ten times as much
for collecting that amount as the
amount he turned in, would you think
of employing him? And yet we have
instances when the amount paid by
the people on account of the tariff Is
ten times the amount turned into the
treasury. This is not only farming
out the taxes, but it is paying a large
commission for the collection of the

taxes.
And so we are farming out the taxes
when we charter a corporation which
is not regulated by competition. There
are only two ways of regulating corporations, one is by law and the other,
is by competition, and when competition is not possible, the people are
taxed without representation and with
out mercy unless there is efficient reg
ulation.
All over this land we have seen this
struggle between the people and the
corporations, and to see it in this
country today on the railroad question
In 1896 the democratic platform declared for railroad regulation, in 1300
it did so and again in 1904. After ten
years of effort on our part, a republican president took the lead on the
subject, and he had the fight of his
life to get this bill through the senata
Ten years of effort to get regulation,
and when the .time came it' took the
president and all his influence, and the
influence of all the democrats to get
the bill through the senate, and at
last the president, in order to make it
a republican measure, compromised
with the representatives of the railroads in the United States senate. If
I am to talk on taxation, I must be allowed to refer to the taxation this
country is bearing
because
we do not regulate the corporations
as we ought to regulate them. Some
constantly talk against the govern-imen- t
ownership of .railroads, but say
nothing against railroad extortion ami
discrimination.
Well we have not
reached that question, but we have
reached the question of our railroad
regulation, and I have sometimes felt
tempted to suggest that the man who
spends his time talking about the dangers of government ownership could
better serve the public by protecting
the masses from the greed of the corporations of today.
Seventeen years ago this fall I went
down into the southeast corner of my
state to make a political speech. After speaking in the afternoon at the
county seat, I went out several miles
into the country to speak at a school-house- .
I don't remember what I said
that night, but I remember what a farmer said who also made a speech.
He said he rented his land from the
railroad. He added that the company
let him hold the title and pay the taxes, but that he was really a tenant,
for he got what was left after the com
pany got what it wanted; and today
our railroads are doing much the same
and tle people who patronize
them
are simply getting for their crops what
is left after the railroads take what
they want. The only regulation we
have thus far does not go to the root
of the matter.
What is the effect of our new rate
Jaw, which was so hard to get? There
are two effects so far. One is. It stopped rebates; that is good, but what
was the pecuniary effect? Why, the
railroads keep the money they formerly paid to favored shippers that is
the railroads get more money. What
(Continued on Page Three.)
to-da-
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Colonel

A bright bay stallion, with black
mane and tail. Weight about 1,500Tb;
16
hands high. Has fine style and
action. Is seven years old and has
proven himself a getter of colts of
fine size and style.

Terms

Will be stood at 1 12.50 to Insure a
mare with foal.
Will make the season at Root. J.
McClenny'8, thi miles east on Second
street, and who is prepared to take
care of mares.

W. G. Urton

& Sons,

OWNERS.

BRYAN ON

ROSWELL
Furniture Stores.

Photographers.

HESS & CO. Successors to Walton.
Most complete DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest
BELL.
First class photographs,
enlarge
line
us
of
See
furniture
RoswelL
in
Valley.
set abstract books In Pecos
ments, and views.
for Refrigerators.
Twenty-fiv- e
years

CARLTON

Sc.

experience.

Painters & Paper Hangers.
E. L. COOPER.
Painter and paper
hanger. My painting
first class.
R. L. & T. H. M ALONE: Office over I hang paper the rightis way.
Phone
First National Bank, phone 262. Let 215.
3t26
us protect you against loss by fire.
Architects.
KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
Represent
O. C. Nelson.
ing nothing but reliable and safe Public Service Corporations.
J. M. Nelson.
fire insurance companies.
J. M. NELSON CO., Architects.
Insure ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
The best light and power. Phone
Oklahoma Blk.
Roswell. N. M. with us. 303 N. Main St.
CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.
F. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable aad
4t26
prompt.

Fire Insurance.
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Butcher Shops.
T.

and

Grocery Stores.

150.

Piano Tuners.

C

TUNERS, like good pianos,
MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats, WESTERN
GROCERY
CO. The GOOD
leading grocery store, nothing but are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
staple and fancy groceries.
expert piano tuner for both. Opporae best.
0. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth- site P. O., 'phone 85.
Ing but the best. Quality our CASH
GROCERY. Kirkpatrick &
Prunty, Prop. Strictly cash. Our
motto.
,
groceries are the best.
Printing
THE SACRAMENTO
MARKET.
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's the
PPRINTING:
Cards, posters, com
place to buy your meat.
mercial stationery, booklets, cataGrain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.
logues. The Daily Record.
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place
lor good corn fed beef and ail oth ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let
er meats, 123 N. Main St. 'Phone us furnish you with your Grain, Coal
Racket Store.
56.
and wood, we buy hides, phone
THE RACKET STORE. Dealer in
ROSWELL
TRADING CO.
Coal, Notions. China, granite-warand
Hay,
and
Always
Grain.
Blacksmith Shops.
the best. cooking utensils.
East Second St Phone 126.
THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires.
Real Estate.
horse Bhoeing, wheelwork, plow
work, and tire setting.
CARLTON
& BELL. Do the largest
Hardware Stores.
real estate business in the city. If
T. M. RABB'S SHOP.
All kinds of
blackamithing and wood work. ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole you are in the market to buy or
and retail hardware, pipe. sell, see us.
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my sale
pumps, gasoline engines, fencing.
specialty.
EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Garst
THE ENTERPRISE HARDWARE CO Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
If it s quality you are looking for. on 5 per cent commission.
Book Store.
it can be found here. Our tin and GILMORE & FLEMING:
Real Es
INCERSOLL'S BOOJC STORE TjtJ enamel ware is not made only to tate
and Live Stock. Garst Buildest books, stationery and periodl-- j sen, but to last as well. 322 N. Main
ing, Room No. 8.
cais.
W. P. LEWIS HARDWARE CO.
The largest house in the West. Po List your property at lowest possible
lite attention, complete stock and
Billiard-Poo- l
Halls.
right prices. We solicit your busi- price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
American Nat'l Bank, 'phone 47.
ness. First and Main.
BOWLING, BILLIARDS.
POOL.
Brunswick
Balke Coll. Co. equips
Ready-to-wemenu ueo. b. jewett. Prop.
Apparel.
Hotels.
THE MORRISON BROS. STORE.
THE GILKESON: Roswell's
newl Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
hotel, rooms with private bath. All for
Bottling Works.
men, women and children. Milaccommodations
first class.
One linery a specialty.
Block
West
SoJ
of Postofflce.
KIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
Main St. Refresh your memory by
European
CAPITA N HOTEL.
phoning No. 163 for a case of Klr--j ELplan.
Rooms. 50c; meals, 25c. One
Seed Store.
by" Best.
block west of depot.
&
ROSWELL
PRODUCE
GRAND CENTRAL
HOTEL: New THE
SEED CO. All kinds of field and
De-&
Woodruff
Building and Loan Associations management.
Freest. Best and largest. Centrally garden seed, write for catalogue.
See R. H. McCune in Patterson's iy located.
New manage
harness store for loans or homes on HOTEL SHELBY:
Shoe Stores.
ment. The leading hotel of the city
easy payments.
THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
H. Kercheval. Prop.
shoe store. Peters and
exclusive
Stetson shoes our specials.
ROSWELL HOTEL.
We are not on
Candy Store.
Iy giving something good to eat, but
we ran you while you eat.
Second Hand Stores.
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE. Finest!
line of candies, shelled nuts, ciMORGAN'S
SECOND HAND STORE.
Jewelry Stores.
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
Dealer in new and second hand
goods.
HARRY MORRISON.
The leading
jeweler.
exclusive
and
Watches
ROSWELL SECOND HAND STORE.
Contractors and Builders.
diamonds. Jewelry, rich cut glass New and second hand furniture,
GARRETT & SPARKS.
Contractors and hand painted China, Sterling 100-0- 2
N. Main. Hills & Rogers,
and plated silverware.
Prop. PhOHe 69.
and Buiders. Painting and
P. O. Box 566 459 E. 5th. L. B. BOELLNER. Roswell's ibest MAKIN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand Highest prices paid for second
Hand goods. Phone 227.
painted China, diamonds, etc
e

TAXATION
(Continued from Page Two.)
was the other effect? It stopped passes
and that gave to the railroads the
money that those used to save who
rode on passes. So far, .we have in
creased the revenues of the road and
that is all that the law has thus Car
done. Rebates were bad and it was
necessary to stop them, but stopping
rebates helps the railroads. When
the various states said: "Well, now.
we have given you this advantage
by stopping rebates and passes, we
will reduce passenger and freight rates
and make you share the advantage
with the people." In scone of the
states .the railroads are so ungrateful
for what has been given them that
they go into the courts to try to keep
people from having the benefit of the
two-cerate. The railroads now
want to have all 'regulating power
taken from the states and lodged in
the federal government. The states
are nearer to the people and the representatives more responsive to the
will of the people, and I am not will
ing that we shall surrender any of the
authority that the states now have
over the railroads.
But the effort of the railroad managers to get away from the state
ought to be a warning to the people to
keep in the state all the power that
the state now has. No wonder that
the railroads are willing to risk congress. They have risked congress for
a good many years; and I am remind-

ed of a joke that Joan Allien perpetrated. He came into the house one
day after General Wheeler had voted,

and asked "How did General Wheeler vote ' Some told him that General Wheeler voted "aye". He said "I
will vote aye, for I followed General
Wheeler through four years of war,
and he never led me into any danger." General Wheeler had to get up
and explain that John was never under his command; but it was a good
joke and it served its purpose. I am

ar

paper-hanging-

.

Department Stores.

C.

Dry goods,

JAFFA. PRAGER & CO.

clothing, groceries and ranch

sup-- )

plies.

Dry
Goods,
CO.
Groceries, etc The larg- est supply house in the Southwest- Wholesale and Retail.

JOYCE-PRUI-

T

Clothing.

Drug Stores.
ROSWELL DRUG & JEWELRY
Oldest drug store In Roswell.

things

CO.

All

e.

DRUG CO. Headquarters
for drags, wall paper, paints, var- -

DANIEL

nisa.

FEINBERG Roswell's new Jew
Sanatorium
eler. Call and see me, at 2034 N.
Mam St. A swell line of Jewelry.
We repair watches, all work guar- ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA
anteed.
Dr. C. L.
TORIUM, Incorporated.
Parsons, Manager.

Lumber Yards.

Surety Companies.

PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.--4
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ce-- R. H. McCune, agent U. S. Fidelity
ment, paints, varnlsa and glass.
& Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice
ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
Oldest
lumber yard in Roswell. See us for
Tailors.
all kinds of building materials and
paint.
Tailor made suits.
W. P. WOOD:
North
Cleaning and pressing, 118
KEMP LUMBER CO. Can on us foH Main St. Phone 409.
Shingles, etc We treat
Lumber.
you right. East 4th St.

Transfers.

ROBERT BALLARD. The Reliable
Life Insurance.
man. Down town phone
CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.. Transfer
224. Residence phone 426.
:
eetabRecently
Denver Col., a Western Co., for the
K. C. DYE WORKS
Bshed here. Cleaning and pressing Western people. The largest divi ANGELL'S GENERAL TRANSFER
617.
phone
to
order,
dend payer in the business. See us Safe and Piano Moving a Specialty.
made
suits
before you buy, no trouble to show Phone 378. Cor. Roswell Hdw. Co.
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager.

Dye Works.

Electricians.

Undertakers.

Electricall
GUNSUL.
Mens' Furnishers.
DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. Prl- 'phone E. H.
ambulance, prompt service.
Contractor, 303 N. Main,
WI1JJAMS & CO. The only vate
141. Agent General Electric Co. All exclusive Men's Furniahers in the ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
Under
Pecos Valley.
takers. "Phone No. 75 or No. 111.
kinds of electric work.

BERNARD

Russell & Brown Dr. T. E. Presley Hot
East 2nd Street
SPECIALIST.
Blacksmiths and Wood
;
Workmen.

u
a specialty. Call Pnone
and we will call for and deliver
your work. Everything first class, or
money refunded.
Horse-shoein-

EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hoars: 9 to IS a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Offioe: Oklahoma Block

127

R.

OSTEOPATHS
Dr. C B. Huchlnsoa
Dr. nary B. Hutihinsoa

Oimdoatca of the Amerlran Rchool of
Oacaopatiiy. Kiakavul If ImokL.
Cat assmrai at U
211 W. 4 St.

Tllllllll N.

W.
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LUND

LAWYER

Specialty lining Law
Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.

BWfr

Osrrey

Carnation Plants .For Sale at
50c Per Dozen,
Alameda Qreen house.

Now is the time when you want
things cold, and the way to
have thingrs cold is to get ICE
CREAM FREEZERS, REFRIGERATORS, WATER COOLERS,
ICE PICKS etc, from

It 70a nave a trade proposition,
aay kind see as. Carlton
BeU.

Phone 227. 109 N. Main St.
A card ia Os Roawell Trade Directory brings ' results and keeps your
name before tne peopte.

Telephone 184.

LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone gat

Weather

Makin's 2nd Hand Store

-

J. M.

C tUH.

E

and I ant going to venture to mention
it. You may not agree with me, but
one advantage about living in this
country is that even when people do
not agree (with you, they let you live.
Some people have expressed regret
that I have been defeated or that I
have not seen all the reforms carried
out, but it is much better than It used
done.
to be; they used to hang reformers,
We are always talking about leaders now they simply defeat them. My
and yet there are two- theories in re- Virginia father taught me something
gard to a leader; one is that the lead- that has been worth more to .me than
er is to think with the people. My if he had left me all the wealth of Mr.
idea is that he thinks with the people Rockefeller will leave his children.
not for the people. I would not think He taught me that I could' afford to be
it an honor to be the leader of people in the minority .but that I could not
who did not think r but it is an honor afford to be in the wrong on any subto be a
with people who do ject. Do you believe that representathink. Some one has said that a lead, tives ought to represent? Do you be
er is a man who is going in the same lieve that representatives should fol
direction with the people, .but a little low the wishes of their constituents?
bit ahead. I know of .no better defini- I think you do. If you do you are wil
tion of a leader, if a man is going to ling to go a step further, and give the
be leader he must have followers, and people a method by which they can
people will not follow htm unless he control their representatives.
I am willing to go that far. I referis going in the same direction they are
Occasionally .men have thought them red in New York to the initiative and
selves leaders and they took around, referendum, and some of the editors
.and found the procession going off on acted as if .they had never heard of
another street. This is not .unusual, it. It was in the democratic natkmal
and .there is no more pathetic sight in platform in 1900, that .is, the principle
this country than a leaders without of direct legislation was endorsed.
any followers, and yet we have had The people have the right to control
them. And when it does occur it oc their legislative body, and the initiacurs because the leader deserts his tive and referendum provide the
people.
means. By the initiative the people
The representative, therefore, is a can compel submission of any question
man who represents and to emphasize upon which they wish to act, and by
this point, I will add that if after a the referendum they can sit in Judgman is elected to represent the people ment npon the acts of their legislators
a question arises where he knows Is that strange doctrine? I do not
their position, to be different from his know what your constitutional prohe ought to resign, and let them elect visions are. My Brother Tucker says
somebody to carry out their wishes. that the governor has the veto power
that means that after the legislature
He may go back before them as a candidate and, telling them his views, passes a bill the governor can veto it.
ask them whether they want him to Now if one man can veto the act of
carry out those ideas, but no man who the legislature, why can not all the
believes in .the right of the people to people veto it? It ,is not a queer doctgovern themselves, will embezzle pub- rine that one man is wiser than all
lic power and use it as a personal as the people? If we are going to proset. I care not whether in embezzling tect ourselves against taxation withit he uses it to fiU his own purse or out representation we must have repgive expression to his egotism; a man resentatives who will represent, and
who thinks he knows so much more the right of the people to have .their
than the people who elected him that voice heard is more sacred than the
he ignores their wishes, ought to be right of any legislator to vote as he
pleases, if he pleases to oppose the
kept at home.
Principles do not change, but con wishes of the people who elect him.
ditions sometimes require new appli
But I have already occupied mor time
cations.
For instance, suppose the than I am entitled to. I appreciate
law read's:
"Thou shalt not kill a this opportunity to speak to .you; I
man with a stick or a stone." Tien appreciate the opportunity to particisuppose a gun is intervened.
The pate .in honoring America's greatest
old law will not do, so you move to orator. I am glad to participate in the
amend by adding the words "or gun." celebration of this day, when we in
You would take an old principle and voke the name of a patriot esh ehol7
bring it down to date. We know that voke the name of a patriot whose
the state legislatures elected the sena- heart was linked to the hearts of his
tors about one hundreds years with- people, and whose courage reflected
out protest, but it kept getting iworse the courage of his nation. I am glad
and worse; finally an amendment was to take part in an occasion when you
proposed providing for the election of emphasize the doctrine that taxation
senators by the people and, Brother without representation is tyrrany. I
Tucker you were on that committee, am glad to utilize this occasion to dis
if I am not mistaken, and you fought cuss the subject of taxation, for .the
for it and we carried it through the whole purpose of representative gov
congress, and then a mis- ernment is to secure justice. I learn
fortune befell the country we had a ed in the schools that there were three
not kinds of government; the monarchy,
republican congress, .which did
give the subject consideration; and the aristocracy and the democracy.
congress, The monarchy was supposed to be the
then another republican
.and it did not, but the sentiment con- strongest, the aristocracy the wisest,
tinued to grow, and the third republi- and the democracy the most just. If
can congress acted favorably and then these definitions were correct, I would
another and then another. Five times prefer 'the democracy, because justice
the popular branch of congress has, is, after all, the only foundation upon
vote, pro- which permanent government can rest
by more than a
posed an amendment that will make But I deny that monarchy is the strongest and that aristocracy is the wisthis change, and nearly
of the states of the union have declar- est. A government that can draw
ed for it. I am in favor of it. It has from wisdom of all the people is wiser
been in the democratic national plat- than a .government that rests upon the
form twice, and it .will be in the next wisdom of a part, for all the people
democratic platform. I believe in it. know more than any of the people.
Why? because I believe a senator Neither is a monarchy the strongest.
should he the representative of .the It is said to act more quickly, but
people, and that the people and not quickness is not .the only characteristhe corporations, should decide who tic of strength. I believe with Banshall occupy the seats in this highest croft that a republic Is, in truth, the
strongest of all governments because
legislative body in the world.
Now, so far, I know I am not going it builds its citadel in the hearts of
to encounter any opposition for I know men. I insist, therefore, our form of
that the man who opposes the popular government is not only the most just,
election of senators will root have time but the wisest and strongest, and I
to attack me; he will be busy defend- want it to be made stronger still by
ing himself.
being made more just if possible, than
But there Is another proposition, it is today. Because I opposed imper- -
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Trade Directory
Abstracts.

representative "is 'elected' to' hink for
the' .people; the other theory Is that
the people think for themselves " and
elect representatives to act for the
people, I do not know what your theory is, but my theory and I (believe
the democratic theory is that .the peo
pie do their own thinking, and elect
servanda to do what the people want

of.

Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sate

Eoord Offlea.

jome..
cottage,
3 lots with water, blue
grass and shade. Fine
location. VERY CHEAP
and on easy terms.
Fine

six-roo-

m

Fifty-secon-

R. H. McCune
In Patterson's Harness Store.
surprised that the railroads are

-

will-

ing to have the power transferred to
Washington for ithey have had the
United States Senate for twenty years
and it has protected them in their
extortion.
When you permit a .monopoly to
charge whatever it wishes for .the necessaries of life you turn over the taxing power to them and in the case of
the monopoly you do not even get a
commission.
The steel trust, for instance, is collecting a tribute from the
people of this country. Every time
you ship a pound of freight you pay a
tribute to the steel trust, for you
pay your freight to the railroad, and

the railroad has to increase its charg
es because the steel trust, and with
in a week we have had the figures
given to show that the steel trust, in
order to increase its earnings, has
made inferior rails. When a man
rides on a railroad today he is not
only contributing by freights to the
large dividends of the steel trust, but
his life is less secure because of the
greed of the steel trust.
I have felt it, was worth while to
speak of present day taxation without
representation, for it is not sufficient
that we shall assemble here and praise
the man who ted the fight against the
kind of injustice from which his peopte suffered, and shut our eyes to the
injustice from which our people suffer today. I hope that in Virginia a
new crop of Patrick Henrys will arise
who, speaking for the people, and reflecting the conscience of the people,
will insist that a foreign despot having been driven from our land no domestic despot shall be allowed to take
the throne.
But, my friends, there is another
phase of this subject. Patrick Henry
opposed taxation without representation that the people might have justice, and he presented in a sentence
one of the reasons for representative
government; and this doctrine has
spread around the world. There is
not a civilized land where this idea
has not been planted end ia not growing. Representative government. Why?
That the people may rule, and this sag
gests the two schools of thought on
tixe subject of representative government. Wherever they have had repre
aeotatrre government they have had
two theories; one theory ta that the

d

two-third-

s

two-third-

s

a little
one to
go beyond me in estimating this nation's greatness. No one goes beyond
me in his conception of the nation's
mission. Do you want .this nation to
dominate the inferior races? I want
it to influence the great races as well.
Do you want it to conquer
nations? I want it to be the lead
er of the civilized nations. You can
not go beyond me in your conception
of this nation's future. I want this
nation to shake every throne on earth
Not by force or violence, but by show
ing the world something better .than
thrones, a government resting upon
the consent of the governed, strong
because it is loved, and loved because
iailism some used to call me
American, but I will allow no

half-civiliz-

it is good.
o

EXAMINATIONS FOR
COUNTY SCHOLARSHIP.
Messrs. Mark Howell, C. C. Hill and
o . M. Reid have been appointed as a
committee by the Board of County
Commissioners for the purpose of examining on June 25th at the Central
School Building, at ten O'clock a. m.,
such persons as may make application
In writing before that date for the
indigent scholarship to one of the territorial school institutions, as provided
for by the last legislature, which appropriated $12,000 for the support of
such scholarships.
The examining committee will make
report to the county commissioners
on or before July 1st.
W. M. ATKINSON,
Chairman County Commissioners.
Daily to 24th.
o

5 FOR 800
5

acres of splendid land with

in one block of Main Street for
$800. An investment here will

beat 12 per cent
Carlton & Bell.

interest.

House at Texico.
work
on a large freight house and sheds
at Texico last Monday morning. The
old building, formerly used as a depot, is being moved and put into
place to constitute a part of the new
freight house. Texico Democrat.
New Freight

A large force of men began

No Picnic.
On account of the rain,

the Baptist
Sunday School picnic is postponed for
some future date.
Boellner,
cheaper.

the

Jeweler,

has It
I7tf

5

In The DAILY

RECORD Does Not Cost Money

It

Makes

Money.

Ask our regular advertisers, they will tell you
that advertising in the DAILY RECORD has largely
contributed to the upbuilding of their business.
To sell your goods you must let the people know
you have them. That is where the DAILY RECORD
comes in, a paper reaching all the people of Roswell
and going into the homes of more Pecos Valley people than any other half dozen papers.

Sour Lake, Texas. They oame to RosNotice of Sale.
well on. account of the illness and City of Roswell to the Use
and Benefit of Edward
(Jeatih of their father, F. H. Patrick.
Gross, Plaintiff,
"
vs.
Cause No. 919,
reMr. and Mrs. W. P. Little field
Lea Cattle Company,
turned on last evening's train from
Defendant.
THE GREAT ENTERTAINERS
near Kenna where they had been In the District Court, Chaves' County,
New Mexico.
spending some 'time at 'the LHtlefield
By virtue of an
of sale issued
ranch. Miss Elizabeth accompanied in the above namedorder
cause on the 23d
them.
day of May, 1907, to satisfy a Judg
The world over moving pictures are the popular entertainment of the District Court of Chaves
The Mament. You ought to be a regular attendant
county,
in favor of the Plaintiff, in
Mrs. F. L. Bowman, formerly Miss
an
action for the recovery of money
jestic, which has just the same kind of a program as the
Annabell Carmack, left by the auto
and
the
of a lien , on the
route yesterday for Los Angeles, Cal., following foreclosure
biggest houses in the big cities. Always clean, always
described property to satisto join her husband. Mrs. Bowman has fy the same, said judgment being ren
bright, always amusing. Suppose you begin to get the
been here for the last month visiting dered on the 21st day of May, 1907,
Majestic habit tonight. There is a splendid new program
and being for the sum of $684.20,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
which, with interest to the date of
and electric fans. You'll enjoy both the pictures and the
sale will amount to $694.46, I will
illustrated songs.
proceed on Saturday, the 22nd day of
1907, at the hour of ten o'clock
June,
800
$
$
m., to sell, before the Court House
' The 800 above means that a.
door of Chaves county, to the highbidder for cash in hand, the fol
for $800 we can sell you a HO est
property, towit:
lowing
ft. front fot on Main Street if Lots described
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, in Block 14
Carl- North Spring River Addition to the
sold in next few days.
City of Roswell, as shown by the plat
ton & Befl.
GROWN-UP- S
I Oct
CHILDREN
of said addition, on file with the Probate Clerk and Recorder of Chaves
W. S. Prager'e beautiful residence county.
Witness my hand this, the 23d day
on South Main is offered for sale for
the first time. Business reasons only of May, 1907.
C. L. BALLARD,
induce Mr. Prager to part with his
(May 22 to th.)
Sheriff.
fine home. We have an exceptionally
property
price
on this
for the
low
Estray Notice.
I
By order of the Cattle Sanitary
next 30 days. Will be pleased to show
it to any prospective purchaser. Carl Board of New Mexico, and in accord
ance with Sec. 223, Compiled Laws
ton & BelL
of New Mexico, I will sell at public
Shingles, Doors, Sash, Oak, Cypress, PopSaturday afternoon at The Gilkeson auction to the highest bidder, unless
Mrs. J. W. Thomas entertained a few sooner claimed by the owner, one bay
lar, Hickory, Lime, Cement, Plaster, Ge-nasfifteen hands high, eight or
in honor of Mesdames Hun- horse, years
friends
old, branded 7 counter-Roofing, Tarred Felt, Tar, Pitch,
ger and Packard. The afternoon was nine
branded on left shoulder, also round
passed dn a social manner, the ladies top A with bar through it on left
Posts, Lead, Oil, Paints, Varnishes, Jap-a-la- c.
being entertained with music. Refresh thigh and lazy V on both jaws.
in front of R. D. Bell's office
Wall Paper and Glass.
ments were served. Those present onSale
Main street, at 3 p. m., June 29th
Evans,
were Mesdames Johnson, Veal,
1907.
M unger, Packard and Thomas.
L. J. RICHARDS,
VALLEY
(wed.
t4) Inspector Dist. No. 5.
Miss Stephna Prager, the daughter
Estray Notice.
Phone 175.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Prager, return
By order of the Cattle Sanitary
ed home on last evening's train from Board of New Mexico, and in accord
Swtarthmore, Pa., where she has been ance with Sec. 223, Compiled Laws
school for the last nine of New Mexico, I will sell at public
attending
spending
home
in
Artesia after
his
to the 'highest bidder, unless
was accompanied home auction
She
months.
sooner claimed by the owner, one
the day in Roswell on business.
by Mr. Julius Eisemann, 6f Eisemann gray mare, fourteen hands high, nine
years old, branded FA follow
The Amarillo baseball team passed Bros., of Boston. Mr. Eisemann is on or ten
by half circle on left thigh.
through Roswell this morning on their his regular yearly trip to the Valley edSale
in front of R. D. Bell's office
way home from Artesia. They played to buy wool for his firm.
on Main street, at 3 p. m., June 29th,
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Record Want Ads. Get Results.
Comfortable home, S rooms, porch,
well, shade, stable, for sale
artesian
BBoellner,
L.
Eyes tested tree at
Mo. Ave. Cor Alameda. 90t4
211
S.
at
8tl
Jewelar and Optician.
Mrs. Aubrey Smith and baby left
Mrs. J. P. Rhodes left for Hereford
.morning for Texlco to visit her
this
this morning: to Join iior husband.
sister, Mrs. Robert Maddux for a few
W. E. Wisely has received his new weeks.
o
Lambert auto, and it Is a beauty.
Harry Jaffa left for Lincoln on this
A game of toaseball will be played morning's stage. He expects to be
tomorrow by the Mexican and negro gone several days looking after busiteams.
ness matters.
The auto party of the Baptist
Duell & Hacking's sheep shearing
outfit left this morning for DesMoines, church to the Stone ranch, which was
to be held today, has been postponed
New Mexico.
until some time next week.
J. H. Barflekl left this morning for
Hereford where he will be for a few a five inning game there yesterday,
neither side scoring. The game was
days on business.
discontinued and the remaining two
John I. Hinkle, cashier of the
gantes abandoned on account of rain.
National Bank, came up this
morning on business.
The directors of the Commercial
hold their first .meeting of the
Club
O. R. Tanner came in on the mornyear under the newly elected officers
ing train from Hagerman, to spend
this afternoon at 4:30 at the Club
Ine day on business
rooms.
.

Hag-enna-

n

W. M. Corley went up the road this
morning bound for Canyon City, on
a abort business trip.
Misses Camille Fleming and Ellen
Nilsson left this morning to spend
the summer at Denver.
E. B. Kemo returned last night to

Miss Hallie Cunningham, who has
staying in the city for several
weeks, from Princeton. Ky., left this
morning for Hereford where she will
visit for some time.

.been
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Sale of Estray Horses.
By order of the Cattle Sanitary
Board of New Mexico, and in accordance with Sec. 223, Compiled Laws of
New Mexico, I will sell at public auction to the highest bidder, unless
sooner claimed by the owner, one
brown mare, sixteen hands high, nine
or ten years old, branded with lazy
"E" on right thigh, and "R" on right
jaw; also one yearling Alley,

1907.

Owed.

6-- 5

L. J. RICHARDS,
t4) Inspector Dist. No. 5
Notice.

All persons having claims against
the estate of A. K. Mott, deceased,
are hereby notified and required to
present the same to the administra
trix within the time prescribed by
law.

(sat3t)
Estate

ELLA MOTT,
Administratrix.
A. K. Mott, Deceased.

CASH FOR SMALL ADS.
Small ads., trader one dollar,
must be paid in advance. We
do this In order to avoid the
keeping of many petty ac-counts.
tf.
RECORD PUB. CO.
1

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE.
Skillmaa.

Land scrip.

'

W. G.
42tf

FOR SALE: Piano almost new, ap
ply 100 E. Bland.
90tl2
Good buggy and har
FOR SALE:
ness, $25.00. Apply 605 N. Main St.
72tf
Smith-PremiGood
FOR SALE:
typewriter. Inquire at Record office
82tf
Pony, 'buggy and har
FOR SALT:
ness, $55. 211 S. Mo., cor. Alameda.
er

92t3

DIVERS.

Pre.

Pre.

V V of voaiting until some one of your family is sick
nigh unto death and then sending for it in a great hurry,
and perhaps in the night, while tle patient must suffer
until it can be obtained. BUY IT NOW.

Builders Hardware.
Variety greater than ever.

Prices never more

post-office- .

92t3

FOR SALE:
Horse and buggy; al
so a small cow. Apply to A. L W.
Nilsson, 'phone 80.
92t3

f UK
sale:
South Hill,

12 vacant lots on
for one-Sa- lt
of actual
yalue. Carlton & Bell.
FOR SALE: Some choice residence
lots, well located, at
prices.
CARLTON & BELL.
FOR SALE:
20 acres,
house,
artesian well, some fruit. Best bar
gain in the Valley. Carlton & Bell.
FOR SALE.
One rotary and drop
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
rock-botto-

m

FOR SALE:
Three or four miles of
open woven wire fence; also
posts.
fence
Apply Oasis ranch, or
phone 347.
07tf.
FOR SALE:
Five acres on South
Hill, one block from Main street,
at a sacrifice price. Carlton &
Bell.
600 acres fine, level
FOR SALE:
land, rich soil, 5 miles from Rosper
well, $7.00
acre. Carlton &
Bell.
86tf
My entire lot of house
FOR SALE:
hold goods, consisting of furniture,
etc. Must be sold by Thursday night.
M. B. Garton, 12 S. Ky.
92t2
FOR SALE:
Refrigerator, porcelain
lined and In splendid condition. Call
at first house south of St. Mary's
hospital. Brick house on left hand
side.
92t2
power
FOR SALE:
One four-hors- e
Fairbanks and Morse gasoline engine with full equipment, in good
condition. Apply at Record office.

See Our
Mouldirifrs, Sash, Doors,

Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypress,
Poplar, Basswood, Cedar, Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Glass, Plate,
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tilinp;

Before You Buy.

KEMP

LUMBER

CO.

Real Estate
Abstracts
1

FOR RENT:
I have one of the Sam
Atkinson houses on Missouri avenue for rent at $30 per month. This
house is modern in every respect.
Apply to L. K. McGaffey, 108 N.
Main.
87tf

&

MONEY TO
BELL.

CARLTON
06tf

LOAN.

'

Reliable Abstracts

Carlton & Bell
--

.

.

FOR SALE.

My home place this month for $3000
Listed exclusively with members of
tne KUSW JSLL KKALTY BOARD. If

v;

303 NORTH HAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

Hunt With a

interested see any member.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.

Geo. J. Shields

There are no Game Laws for
those who hunt with a KODAK.
If it isn't an Eastman, it isn't
that a KODAK. We have them

INCORPORATED.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

them to the NE
of the NE ;
plaintiffs Josephine Bauslin and J. F.
Bauslin, iier husband, Join in said action to quiet their title as agatast
said defendants and each of them to
the NW of the
that W. S.
Greer joins in said action as plaintiff to quiet his title as against said
defendants and each of them to the
SW
of the NE14 and the NEM. of
the
that Harry Cowan and J.
B. Atkinson, trustees for the Hagerman Cemetery, join in said action to
quiet their title as said trustees
against said defendants and each of
them to the SE4 of the SE
north
and east of the Northern Canal, all
of said described land being in
8, township 14 south, of range 26
east N. M. P. M., Chaves County, New
Mexico.
And you the said defendants and
each of you are hereby notified that
unless you enter your appearance in
said cause on or (before the 8th day
of August, 1907, judgment will be rendered in said cause against you by

NE;

WALL PAPEK
COMING WITfL

See us

Daniel Drug Company

,

.
tit
vv
:
i
a iiauy jlo worK, at pri.
mivmrm
vate boarding house, 708 N. Main
street.
sstfi
..

We put it on the wall for you.

Loans

TO LOAN.

ED. A. GIBBANY. Sec.

jORia nnimr n

We have for sale, at a bargain, a four horse
power Fairbanks-Mors- e

GASOLINE ENGINE
Entire outfit in good condition. Apply at
Record office,

t

ATTENTION TO OUR
STOCK OF

TT7HY

Your abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.
Phone 330.

WE CALL YOUR SPECIAL

Two furnished rooms,
gentlemen preferred. Apply at

Sale in front of R. D. Bell's office
Notice of Suit
on Main street, at 3 p. m., June 24, IN THE DISTRICT COURT, CHAVES
COUNTY,
1907.
TERRITORY OF NEW
L. J. RICHARDS,
MEXICO.
Inspector Dist. No. 5.
James J. Hagerman, William
(mon. 7
t4.)
R. Burck, Josephine Bauslin
a
and husband, J. F. Bauslin,
bargain,
At a
FOR SALE:
the stock
W. S. Greer and Harry Cowan and J. B. Atkinson, Trusand fixtures of the firm of A. K.
tees of the Hagerman CemeMott, deceased. Must be closed out
FOR RENT.
tery, Plaintiffs,
soon. Mrs. Ella Mott, administrav.
No. 1128 FOR RENT:
Furnished room, 104
93t6
trix.
Martin M. Mason, If living, and
North Ky.
tf.
FOR RENT:
House, six rooms. 809
N. Richardson ave. Apply to Room
2, Texas Block,
not keep this remedy in your home instead
92tf

F. H. Patrick, Jr.. and R. D.
left last night for their home at

EMMETT PATTON. V.

After years of honest endeavor to
please our customers, is it any
wonder that trade comes our way?

FOR RENT:

WANTED.
P.

on Could it be Oih
emise?

fir'

if dead, the unknown heirs
of said Martin M. Mason, deunknown
ceased, and all
claimants of interest in the
premises described in this

complaint adverse to (plaintiffs or either of them.
Defendants.
The said defendants and each of
them are hereby notified that a suit
has. been commenced against them in
the District Court for the County of
Chaves, Territory of New Mexico, by
said Plaintiffs to quiet the title
against the defendants and in favor
of the Plaintiffs, that is to say that
the Pkaintiff James J. Hagerman
joins in this suit to quiet title as
against the defendants and each of
them for the N of tie NW14 and
the SEtt of the NW14 and the KE
of ta SW, and the SE
of tbe
NEVi and the NW14 of the 8EV4 and
all that part of the SEU of the SEH
south and west of the Northern Canal; that plaintiff William R Burck
Joins In said action to qruiet title
againat Mid defendant! and each of

V

VI

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Co

SE;

se-tio- n

default.
Reid & Hervey are Plaintiff's at
torneys and their post office address
is RoaweH, New Mexico.
S. I. ROBERTS.
Clerk of the District Court, Chaves
County, New Mexico.
(Mon. 0 to
.)

The Wool Market.
St. Louis, Mo., June 18. Wool steady. Territory and western mediums,

2026;
1416.

fine medium,

1721;

Let The
Dai By Record
3 ID Dt For Yoin
The Classified Ads in the Daily Record are read every
day by thousands who want to buy or nell something.
The small sum of 25cts. will place your wants before

them.
Would you rent a house? Tell the Record Readers.
Would you sell a horse or cow? Tell the Recojd
Readers.

fine,

For Sale.
My house and three lots at Washington and Fifth. See any member of
the Roewe 11 Realty Board or
83tf.
F. E. BROOKS.

Record

Ads. Bring Results
J)

